Protocol for the use of offices in the Gratta group

G.Gratta, April 30, 2021

As of today, in compliance with the Physics Dept COVID19 protocol, we will start using offices in the group. This is allowed, since our research benefits from discussions in person (masked and socially distanced) and when working in labs having an office to rest, use a computer and do other work is advantageous.

Our offices are of three “types”:

1) V146, single occupancy, G.Gratta’s office
2) V132 and V136, large offices
3) V128A, V128B, V134, small offices

Being single occupancy anyway, 1) can be used by G.Gratta any time. Offices in 2) will be used by 2 people max simultaneously, paying attention to use far away locations in the office, so that well over 6ft spacing is guaranteed. Offices in 3) are strictly single occupancy.

The rules above are intended simultaneously. People can rotate in the offices, as long as the occupancy limits above the abided to. Use the standard calendar to schedule shifts, if needed, leaving ½ hr between shifts.

As usual wear a mask and sanitize, per Physics SOP.